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Outgoing SA president reflects on year’s hits and misses
As classes wrap up for many Red
River College students, so does
the time in office for members of
the 2011-2012 Red River College
Students’ Association (RRCSA).
No members of the RRCSA
sought re-election this year, which
means an all-new executive will
take over by the end of April.
“A lot of what we’ve done this
year has been left open-ended, so
the new executive can see how it
runs and continue on with that—
but of course they’re also going to
have their own vision,” said Alex
Haas, the outgoing SA president.
Haas said it’s been a busy
year, but he’s happy with what
the RRCSA has accomplished.
“I didn’t set my bar too high with
unrealistic goals that I knew were
impossible. I set up realistic goals
that I figured I could accomplish and
I ended up doing that,” said Haas.
One of the association’s first major
undertakings was to rebrand the RRCSA, which included revamping its online presence and unveiling a new logo.
“We updated our website regularly and there have been a lot more
visits to it than in previous years.
We also used Facebook and Twit-

ter a lot, which was a great way
to keep students informed of what
we were doing,” said Haas.
The communications and marketing strategy template for the
rebrand is something that will be
passed on to future executives,
along with the results of this year’s
RRSCA bylaw overhaul, said Haas.
“Our old bylaws were really vague
and there wasn’t much to them, so
we started really beefing them up. It’s
about strengthening the association by
outlining what we need to follow and
what future executives need to follow.”
Another focus of the 2011-2012
RRCSA was student participation. Haas credits the introduction
of Club Day—a day where clubs
set-up to provide information about
what they offer— for the increase
in student club popularity. There
were a total of 35 special interest and academic clubs this year.
“Having Club Day at both campuses at the beginning of the year
let people know what was available and encouraged them to sign
up. It was definitely a success.”
Students were also signing up
for the carpooling program at
the Notre Dame Campus, which

gives premium parking spaces
to participating students.
“We increased carpooling from
six users last year to 38 this year.
It’s a huge increase and we’re pretty
happy about that,” said Haas.
Getting students to show an interest in intramurals, however, was
more of a challenge for the RRCSA.
“It was like pulling teeth to get
people out at first. I tried volleyball, dodgeball and ultimate Frisbee, but then I switched to a floor
hockey league and everyone came
out in droves. It was great, but took
a ton of organizing,” said Haas.
The RRCSA also tried to get students moving by building a new
hockey rink at Notre Dame Campus.
“The rink was a big thing. We
purchased the equipment, we built
it and we flooded it and maintained
it throughout the year. The weather
was terrible for the rink this year, but
it’s a good stepping stone to know
what we need for future years and
how it needs to be maintained.”
In terms of advice for the incoming
RRCSA, Haas said it’s important to
realize the job is a lot of trial and error.
“You just gotta try things
and see if they work.”

The Projector is the official newspaper
of Red River College and is published
by the Red River College Students’
Association (RRCSA) every second
Monday. Opinions expressed in The
Projector do not necessarily reflect those
of the students’ association or Red
River College. All material is herein
copyrighted to The Projector,
its contributors, and the RRCSA.

WRITE FOR US
Anyone can write for The Projector,
and Red River College students are
encouraged to contribute. Simply pitch
or submit an article to the appropriate
section editor or join our contributors’
list. Though we will consider all submissions, due to space restrictions, The
Projector cannot guarantee that all
articles received will be published. If you
wish to respond to something you’ve read
in this issue, letters to the editor can be
emailed to editor@theprojector.ca. To
ensure your chances of being published,
letters should strive to be around 200
to 400 words in length. The Projector
reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, as well as stylistic,
grammatical, and legal guidelines.
The Projector also reserves the right
to reprint submissions at any time, in
both written and electronic formats. The
Projector will not publish content that
it deems to be racist, sexist, or otherwise
prejudiced.
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CAMPUS CHATTER
Article and photos by Maria Cristina Laureano

Should wearing a helmet be
mandatory?
The Manitoba Government is considering making it
illegal to bike without a helmet. The province reports
that about 150 cyclists are hospitalized every year,
and several are killed. Most of these incidents occur
because of collisions with bicycles and motor vehicles.
Manitoba is one of the few provinces where there are
no restrictions for people to bike without a helmet.
What do you think about making it mandatory
to wear a helmet while biking?
“When things are enforced, people tend to be
more rebellious. I think
they should enforce more
knowledge on safety.”
Elliot Sloan
+ Digital Media Design
student at Red River College

Photo supplied

Province
Considers Bicycle
Helmet Law
E M I LY D O E R , C O N T R I B U T O R

It could be illegal to ride without protecting
your head
The government may be
cracking down to reduce
cracked skulls. The Manitoba government is looking
to introduce new legislation that would make biking
without a helmet illegal.
According to the Manitoba
government website, 150
cyclists are hospitalized each
year, and several of those accidents are fatal. The government argues that helmets
reduce the number of head injuries requiring hospitalization
by as much as 45 per cent.
Bill Olschewski, 67, rides
his bike to stay healthy and
admits that he doesn’t wear a
helmet because he gave it to
his grandson.
“I think it’s a good idea to actually legislate it. I think it will
save a lot of cracked heads.
One time I was rather drunk
and I fell right on my face.
So you can definitely hit your
head. Actually, my nephew hit
a tree once and he was out for
a few days,” said Olschewski.

Lennord McLeod argues
that helmets should not be
legislated, and the choice
should be up to the rider.

…
NOBODY IS
INTENTIONALLY GOING
TO SMASH THEIR HEAD
ON THE PAVEMENT
…
“Nobody is intentionally
going to smash their head on
the pavement, and if you are
doing that once a year then
don’t ride the damn bike,”
said McLeod, adding that he
considers walking and texting
to be more dangerous than
riding without a helmet.
Bryan Glennie is in his
second year of studying
respiratory therapy at the
University of Manitoba. He
said he has seen first-hand
the damages caused by
not wearing a helmet.

“People always say that
they’re careful, but often
these accidents are out
of your own hands. When
you’re on the road there are
so many other factors going on around you. We’ve put
people on ventilators due to
irreversible brain damage.
It’s serious,” said Glennie.
British Columbia, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and
Prince Edward Island are the
only provinces in Canada with
laws requiring all riders to
wear helmets under the Motor
Vehicle Act or Highway Traffic
Act. Some provinces have
legislation in place for people
under 18 to wear helmets.
Saskatchewan, Nunavut and
Manitoba are the only provinces and territory with no legislation in place for helmets.
At the time of publication, there was no confirmed
date for when the legislation could be introduced.

“I’m kind of on the fence
about it. I think it’s good for
safety, but if people don’t
want to wear helmets, they
won’t do it. I think fining
people is a bit extreme.”
Kailey Protulipak
+ Wolseley resident

“There are other activities that are probably more
dangerous where you should
be wearing helmets. People
go ice skating outside and
don’t wear helmets.”
Andrew Dalton
+ Bike mechanic at Natural
Cycle

WRITE
FOR US!
…
The Projector is looking
for new beat reporters
for our News and Arts
sections.
Interested? Contact
editor@theprojector.ca
…
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Hip Hop Magazine Takes
Home Top RRC Prize
E L I Z A B E T H C ATA C U TA N , C O N T R I B U T O R

RRC’s Creative Communications program holds annual Magazine Fair
A Jets-inspired cake, candy bufzine picks, as determined by a
Winnipeg hip hop publication Hot Mic. baked goods, prize baskets, and a
fet, and a mountain of sushi were
panel of industry professionals.
A surprise addition to the awards
Harley-Davidson motorcycle.
just a taste of what this year’s
duckface, a women’s technology
was Best Feature Article, awarded to
“We spent a lot of time deciding how
Creative Communications Magamagazine, won Best Design for its
Charmaine Jennings for her “creathe aesthetics of the magazine would
zine Fair brought to the table.
consistent, creative approach, and
tive but daring” article about female
play out, so we wanted our booth to be
The annual fair attracted hundreds
for what Reid said was a “visual
circumcision that appeared in the
very visually appealing as well,” says
of visitors to The Roblin Centre Atrium journey”. A do-it-yourself magazine
sex-focused magazine Undressed.
Courtney Brecht who, along with the
on Friday, March 30 as first-year Crecalled [modify] won Best Content for
Best Booth went to Black Tutu,
rest of her Black Tutu team, dressed
ative Communications students proits clear and innovative articles, while a creative and edgy women’s pubup in a tutu for the fair. “I mean
moted their self-published magazines. Best Overall went to the “ready to sell” lication. The booth incorporated
who doesn’t love a girl in a tutu?”
This year the trade
show featured a booth for
each of the 17 magazines that catered to
a variety of audiences
and topics, from social
drinkers to lovers of
all things retro. Other
publications focused on
blogging, Winnipeg’s film
industry and teen life.
“There was a lot of
stuff that was borderline
cheesy, but that’s just
kinda how it goes at trade
shows,” says Chaley
Voth, creative member
of Obscura magazine,
which targeted aspiring
photographers. Some
booths complemented
their sales pitch with
a hockey skill challenge, a green screen,
*
and even a professional
stand-up comedy act.
“Each (magazine
booth) had its own
strengths and I honestly
enjoyed visiting every one.
Not once did I felt unwanted and not once did
I find a group that wasn’t
For just $29.95, walk in with your taxes, walk out with your refund. Instantly.
prepared to talk about
You’ll also get a free SPC Card to save big at your favourite retailers.*
their concept,” said Brian
Hughes, director of sales,
marketing and business
development of StandardAero. Hughes has
extensive industry trade
show experience and attended the fair in support
$$
of his daughter—a first*
& free SPC Card
year CreComm student.
The event wrapped up
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook
hrblock.ca | 800-HRBLOCK (472-5625)
with Mark Reid, member
of Manitoba Magazine
Publishers’ Associa© 2012 H&R Block Canada, Inc. *$29.95 valid for regular student tax preparation only. Cash Back service included. To qualify for student pricing, student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or
more months of full-time attendance at a college or university during 2011 or (ii) a valid high school identiﬁcation card. Expires July 31, 2012. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada.
tion and Editor-in-Chief
SPC Card offers valid from 08/01/11 to 07/31/12 at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage may be restricted when used in conjunction
with any other offer or retailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gift cards or certiﬁcates.
of Canada’s History
magazine, announcing the top maga-

29

95

$

$tudent pricing

instant
cash back

we make
taxes painle
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Joel Plaskett Gets Scrappy
M AT T W I L L I A M S , A R T S & C U LT U R E E D I T O R

Canadian alt rocker Plaskett set to release new album.
Joel Plaskett’s latest
album, Scrappy Happiness,
is not perfect.
“This record actually has
a lot of mistakes and a lot
of first takes,” said Plaskett
over the phone from his home
in Nova Scotia. “I kinda had
to let go a little bit because
I know my nature would be
to toil over certain things,
but the more records I make
the less I care about that.”
There’s good reason
for those mistakes.
While many bands sometimes spend years recording and tweaking albums,
Plaskett opted for another
route: Scrappy Happiness
was recorded over ten weeks.

One song was released
each week on CBC Radio.
It’s not the easiest way, but
Plaskett said it allowed an
authenticity in the recording
and production process that
has become somewhat lost.
“It’s not rocket science.
People went in and they
pressed record. People still
do that, but there’s a kind
of distance now. Computers have really made things
weird. You can edit and toil
over really infinitesimal things
about where beats should land
until the cows come home.”
But recording and releasing a song per week
for ten straight weeks
meant a bit of sacrifice.

“I realized about half way
through what I’d signed on
for. I could’ve really used
four days off. My ears just
started to get tired.”
Plaskett mentioned Guided

…
AT A CERTAIN POINT
YOU GO, “IS IT A GOOD
SONG OR IS IT NOT A
GOOD SONG?”
…

By Voices, Ohio’s lo-fi rock
‘n’ roll heroes, who made
their name sculpting pop
masterpieces on consumerquality audio recorders. He
talked about the relationship
between costly production

and good songwriting, saying
no amount of money or time
can make a bad song good.
“At a certain point you go,
“is it a good song or is it not
a good song?”. The way it’s
framed on a production level
is an aesthetic thing that can
draw more people in because
you can make something that
sounds pleasing. But your audience is gonna listen to it and
go, “what’s this person saying,
what are they singing about,
and does it matter to me?””
Plaskett’s records have
often been celebratory, particularly about his relationship
with music. Scrappy Happiness is no exception, with lyrics namedropping Hüsker Dü

and Neil Young, among others.
The importance of that
relationship shines through
when Plaskett talks about
a revelation about his
chosen profession.
“It’s the road I’m on, and
at a certain point a few years
ago it just dawned on me
that I was a lifer, and I was
always going to be doing
something with music.”
Scrappy Happiness vinyl
LPs come out April 17, but
you can order it on CD or from
iTunes right now. The Joel
Plaskett Emergency is playing
the Garrick Centre on April
21 with Frank Turner. Tickets
are $31.75 at Ticketmaster.

The Only Thing We Have To Fear
M AT T T E N B R U G G E N C AT E , C O N T R I B U T O R
After 9/11, local playwright
Hope McIntyre said she
found herself living in fear.
Not a new found fear of
terrorism; she’d already
become acquainted with
other, larger scale atrocities
through her work with Amnesty International and other
human rights organizations.
What scared her more was
how quickly western nations
were willing to abandon their
celebrated human rights in the
name of defense and revenge.
“What scared me more so
out of 9/11 was how the US responded; that sense of ‘you’re
either with us or against us,’”

said McIntyre. “That sense of
‘anyone who even could possibly be a terrorist deserves
to have every human right
taken away from them until we
find out for sure if they are a
terrorist.’ That sort of response
made me frightened.”
That fear is the spark
behind her new play Eden,
opening April 27 for McIntyre’s
local theatre company Sarasvati Productions. The play is
set in a dystopian future that
McIntyre considers a logical
extension of the War on Terror,
where members of the youngest generation are struggling
to sort facts from fiction in

their inherited worldviews.
“In the play we get two
sides of a conflict and one of
the larger questions asked is
‘if people have two completely
different worldviews, how
can they come together?’”
If you’re worried this
sounds less like a play and
more like a speechifying,
intellectual quagmire: relax.
McIntyre is quick to point out
that while the play asks some
big questions, it’s geared to
grab millenials’ attentions.
“There’s a love story,
video segments, an aboriginal
cultural influence in the play.
There’s so many elements

that yes, there’s lots to think
about, but there’s also lots
of engagement. The director (Sharon Bajer) has said
that every scene will have at
least one laugh. That’s her
goal. Because even characters in a horrible situation
find a way to laugh. Otherwise you can’t survive.”
As well as referencing playwrights like Caryl
Churchill and Harold Pinter,
McIntyre says the play parallels pop culture sources like
Keifer Sutherland’s hit show
24 – both for questioning
some nations’ rationalizing torture and having a

compressed time line.
“The play begins with a
really, really busy day when
everything goes to hell and
everyone’s trying to cope
with it, which usually makes
for a good play – if you can
find a way to start with all
shit breaking loose.”
Eden runs April 27 to
May 13 at The University of
Winnipeg’s Asper Centre for
Theatre and Film. Tickets are
$18, ($12 for students), and
the run includes three “pay
what you can” performances.
More details at sarasvati.ca
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Art Past and Sterling’s SuPresent at per School
the cre8ery Send-Off
STERLING SHANSKI, CONTRIBUTOR

BETHANY ZACHARIAS, CONTRIBUTOR

Artists Margaret Switala and Deb
day-to-day stresses are my subject
Schmid will debut their recent work
matter,” said Schmid. “The work I
alongside photographer Richard Pala- will be exhibiting is simply my reacnuk in an upcoming show at the cretion to the state of our world.”
8ery art gallery titled “Temporary ConPhotographer Richard Palanuk will
temporary 2” and “It Is What It Was.”
present 10 pieces in his show titled
“This show is not
“It Is What It
about traditional
Was.” They have
...
art,” said Switala.
never before been
“It’s about art that
“SURREALISM HAPPENS displayed. All the
is happening now.”
photographs were
IN THE UNCONSCIOUS
Switala’s medium
taken in Winnipeg
MIND,
IT
ALLOWS
FOR
of choice is oil on
between 1991
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES and 2001. They
canvas. She categorizes her work
capture images of
OF THE IMAGINATION”
under the genre of
places in the city
...
surrealism, a form
that have changed
of artistic expresover time or that
sion that began
no longer exist.
as a cultural movement in the 1920s
“The photographs in this exhibifeaturing elements of surprise
tion have rekindled many memoand unexpected juxtapositions.
ries and made me realize just how
“Surrealism happens in the unquickly our urban environment can
conscious mind,” said Switala.
change,” said Palanuk. “It has also
“It allows for unlimited possihelped me to understand the imbilities of the imagination.”
portant role that photography plays
Switala has worked under renowned in capturing these images and how
Canadian artist Wanda Koop and has
the camera allows us to record hisdone solo shows in Poland, the USA and tory at fractions of a second.”
Canada.
Deb Schmid will be showing pieces
Opening night of “Temporary Confrom three separate bodies of work.
temporary 2” and “It Is What It Was”
One of the topics she explores in
happens on April 20 at the cre8ery
her artwork is her feeling toward
art gallery on 125 Adelaide St. The
the world as a community.
show runs until May 1. Entry is free.
“Climate change, depletion of
natural resources, war, conflict and

Photo by Margaret Switala

I could see the light at
the end of the tunnel.
Only two more assignments to
complete without major incident,
(which is a challenge, let me tell
you), and then my self-imposed
retirement from the industry was set
to begin.
After grinding through 450 words
at the top of the year, I thanked
the Intern Arts & Culture Editor for
the opportunity and was confident
it would be my last appearance in
print. I’ve dabbled as an amateur,
sure, but ultimately was choosing to step away and enjoy the
journalism profession from afar.
Asking if I’d ever reconsider,
I smugly told him, “sure kid,
if you ever make Arts Editor.”
We all had a good laugh.
Sure enough, that little
guy went out and did it.
Congrats to him and the new staff
inheriting the massive task of running a college newspaper. It’s a solid
crew from what I’ve heard and I know
The Projector will be better than ever.
To wrap up the school year,
here’s a few congrats of my own:
Congrats to spring. C’mon, let’s
keep it goin’ for spring. Winter was
generally mild this year but we did
have that week where it was minus
forty-seven thousand outside. Who
cares?! The shorts are on, the bikes

are out, and we have sunny-time
lunches in the Exchange District.
Congrats to the campus coffee
shops. Do you know how much
coffee I drink? I have come to
the conclusion that you are my
own personal Truman Show. The
cafeteria is stacked with people
sitting around until they get the
code red that Sterling is on the
move for some caffeine. Operation: Massive Line-Up then goes
into full effect. I get it. But you
better know I’m onto you.
Congrats to your Winnipeg
Jets. I’ll admit it was pretty
nice having a team back this
winter. Game broadcasts on the
radio got me through plenty of
long homework sessions. A fine
season was had and they gave it
a good run, but were you expecting the playoffs?! You know
they used to be the Thrashers,
right? See you July 1, Jets fan.
Enjoy the summer, peeps. Let’s
re-group and get back after it
strong in September. Until then,
I’ll be on Twitter if you need me.
Hit me up @Sterling_SLS.
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Poetic Monstrance ARTS
BRIEFS
K AT Y S L I M M O N , C O N T R I B U T O R

Winnipeg author and poet Sarah
Klassen will introduce her new collection of poetry, Monstrance, this
month. Her Mennonite heritage
and time abroad are the subjects for her latest collection.
Klassen began writing poetry
during her teaching career in Winnipeg. Her inspiration was drawn
from the literature she taught.
“I was surrounded by interesting
people and teaching good literature.
Literary art is the poem and the story.”
Klassen’s books and collections
have garnered rave reviews. Among
her awards is her collection of short
stories, A Feast of Longing, which won
the High Plains Book Award for fiction
in 2008. Klassen’s latest collection reflects on her time abroad, one
theme being water as a metaphor.
“While in the Middle East I learned
the importance of water. I learned that
the seas were drying up. However, our
tour guide always made sure we had
enough water to drink. The distribu-

tion and equality of water focused my
thinking and triggered the sequence.”
Her poetry often reflects life
through characters and nature. In
an older poem named “Prairidology,” she lyricizes the gopher as
an ambassador for the prairies.
“Prairie is a place of flatness.
Human beings stand upright like
the gopher and are overwhelmed
by the sky. We are so vertical and
with such vastness surrounding us, we can feel so small.”
Klassen said her writing can
be humourous at times.
“I’m glad you caught that,” she
chuckled. “I have a wry view of
life. It is full of peculiar things.
People are peculiar things.”
In her book of short stories, The
Peony Season, Klassen writes about
adolescence and longing through
characters in high school. She satirizes the suburban neighborhood in
the book’s self-titled short story and
shows moments of both clarity and
weakness in the people she creates.

Her style can be described in
many ways as lyrical. Klassen makes
a painter’s speckled drop sheets
seem awe-inspiring and provoking
in her piece “A Poem For Advent.”
“I think poetry is important. Literature is our heritage. We respond to
imagery and refined use of language.
It’s something in the human psyche.”
She describes art as a reflection of life – the artist is responding to their environment whether
it’s the political or natural world.
“Poetry has a different way of
speaking to us. It stirs our imagination and appeals to our senses
and spirits. There is a beauty that
comes from putting language
into form, thus creating art.”
Klassen will be at McNally Robinson Bookseller’s Prairie Ink Restaurant at 8 p.m. on April 18 to launch
her new collection Monstrance.
Reservations are recommended.
To reserve a table, phone Prairie
Ink Restaurant at 975-2659.

Under The Needle
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JOEL PLASKETT
EMERGENCY – SCRAPPY
HAPPINESS

THE MENOPEN YOUR HEART

SCREAMING FEMALES –
UGLY

“Lightning Bolt,” the first track on
Scrappy Happiness, is Joel Plaskett
doing what he does best – riffy,
raucous, 70s-inspired rock ‘n’ roll.
The album has a few slower tracks,
but the energy never really lets up.
Like most of Plaskett’s work with his
Emergency band, it often seems like
an ode to the magic of what music
can do to the youthful – shamelessly
celebratory in its sound and lyrics. For
some reason, Plaskett never seems
to age. His energy feels boundless,
and the songs on Scrappy Happiness, recorded and released weekly
on CBC Radio over ten weeks, reflect
that. In an instant they go from the
Maritimes-tinged acoustic dreaminess of “Harbour Boys” to the driving,
nostalgic head-bopper “You’re Mine.”
If Scrappy Happiness is any indicator,
Plaskett can’t stop, and won’t stop.

Open Your Heart kicks off with what
sounds like a heavily distorted,
sped-up version of the riff from The
Faces’ “Stay With Me.” But it lasts
a very short time. After that, “Turn It
Around” morphs into a head-banger
of a rock ‘n’ roll song that never lets
up. The Brooklyn group’s newest album is a haze of guitars – not exactly
shoegaze, but heavily noisy, and
almost brutally relentless. “Country
Song” is a slow, hazy instrumental
that ebbs and flows into the guitarheavy noise rock of “Oscillation.” One
of the very few quiet songs, and a
highlight of the record, is “Candy” –
a mostly acoustic, twangy foot-tapper
that woozily winds through its relatively short three minutes like driving
through a hangover. Open Your Heart
is a dense, blistering monster of a
record that demands the listener’s
full attention, and deserves it.

The Screaming Females latest record
is an exercise in guitar heroics.
Singer-guitarist Marissa Paternoster
wails with both her voice and her
fingers like a woman possessed. The
songs are upbeat and as sharp as
the ends of her steel guitar strings,
riddled with quick, punchy solos and
hard, tight riffs. The epic “Doom 84”
breaks halfway through its slowburning stomp to make room for one
of the best solos on the album – a
minute long guitar lesson in speed
that builds up to the dark, demented
70s heavy metal hook fest outro.
Paternoster’s caterwauling, though
urgent and impassioned, is maybe
not for everyone. But it’s part of what
makes Ugly so damn attractive –
injecting the danger, urgency, and
bad-assery back into indie rock.

MITCH KRUSE,
CONTRIBUTOR

Creative
Communications
Media Awards
2012
The Creative Communications Media
Awards (CCMA’s) will be held on
April 24 at Republic Nightclub in
the Exchange District. The event
recognizes Red River College’s first
and second year Creative Communications students for their
work throughout their education in
journalism, public relations, advertising, and media production.
Industry professionals judge student
submissions, resulting in 19 student
awards for work including short
stories, print journalism, advertisements, and video montages. In years
past, the student-organized cocktail
event has hit attendance of over 300
students, staff, alumni, media, and
industry professionals. Tickets can
be purchased at the Mercantile store
at Red River College’s The Roblin
Centre. For more information on the
CCMA’s, visit ccmaonline.ca.

Metro News
sponsors
Winnipeg
skywalks
As of April 5, Metro News is the latest partner of the Sponsor Winnipeg
program. Sponsor Winnipeg provides marketing opportunities and
benefits for organizations in return
for sponsorship of City facilities and
services. Since its launch in 1996,
the Sponsor Winnipeg program has
produced over $2 million in revenue to go towards civic programs
and services. Metro News already
sponsors the Downtown Spirit Bus
route and the Downtown BIZ clean
teams. Now, the daily newspaper
has agreed to sponsor Winnipeg
Downtown Walkways for three years,
an agreement worth $225, 000. In
return, the Metro will be allowed to
distribute their newspapers from five
newspaper racks exclusively placed
in the City’s downtown skywalks,
which will also be staffed on weekday mornings.
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The Year SPORTS BRIEFS
In Winnipeg
Sports
KYLE JAHNS, SPORTS & LIFESTYLE EDITOR
With The Projector publishing its final issue before the
summer break, I thought
this would be an ideal time
to look back on the year that
was in sports. I can sum it
up with this simple sentence:
I’ve never felt so much pride
for this city in my life.
I’ve been a loyal Winnipeg
sports fan for as long as I
can remember, and nothing
will top the year that was
2011-12. We had a football
team that had a historic
and successful season, a
baseball organization filling
the seats of their ballpark
in a market where baseball
doesn’t come first, and the
return of a team that most
Winnipeggers thought we
should have never lost.
There was never a shortage of games to see in
Winnipeg this year. We sold
out Canad Inns Stadium.
We sold out Shaw Park. We
sold out the MTS Centre. We
even sold out a couple of
them on the same night.
Our Winnipeg Blue Bombers had one of their most
successful seasons ever. A
trip to the Grey Cup helped
fans believe in their team and
forget about the 21 year-old
championship drought. With
a new stadium right around
the corner, and new jerseys to
go along with it, the Bombers
will have undergone a bit of a
facelift. But they’ll still be the
same team we’ve continued
to cheer for day in and out.
The Winnipeg Goldeyes
have to be the most underrated franchise in Winnipeg.
There’s nowhere else in the
city where you can walk up to
the venue on game day and
buy a pair of front row tickets
by the first base for $24.
The organization’s commitment to creating an affordable, fun and friendly night
out for friends and family is
unparalleled. We have a great
team too. The Goldeyes have
just come off one of their best

regular season performances
in team history and look to
build on that momentum this
season. Many key players
like Amos Ramon and Price
Kendall are returning this
season, and Goldeyes Field
Manager Rick Forney has
brought in new players filled
with all sorts of potential.
Please, do yourself a favour
and get out to a game or two
this summer. Go enjoy a cold
beer in the beautiful summer
sun with family and friends.
After all, you deserve it, right?
And then there’s this team
called the Winnipeg Jets. I
remember the day the announcement of the team
was taking place. It was
a cold, rainy and miserable day. The weather didn’t
dampen anyone’s spirits, and
that same exuberant atmosphere never left Winnipeg.
I saw it the day the Jets
played their first home
game. I saw it at the couple of games I was lucky
enough to go see. I saw it
all around the city. It’s impossible to go a single day
in Winnipeg without seeing
a Jets logo somewhere. It
could be on someone’s car,
on their clothes, or even on
their face for game days. I
could go on to talk about
how the Jets have made
this city whole again, but
it’s all been said before.
So instead, take a
moment to sit back and
think about just how lucky
we’ve been this year in the
world of sports. Winnipeg has a lot to be proud
of. We have two, (soon
to be three) state of the
art sports venues, three
teams filled with all kinds
of potential, and the best
sports fan in the country.

Don Cherry calls out Crosby

Kitchener to host curling
Olympic pre-trials

CFL teams pinching pennies

Don Cherry joined the chorus
of critics who believe Sidney
Crosby is a whiner on the ice.
In a recent Coach’s Corner
segment, Cherry stated that he
thought Crosby has been diving and whining on the ice too
much. Crosby, who has suffered head and neck injuries
over the past two seasons, has
found himself a skating target
since returning to the ice.
Cherry believes that Crosby
needs to stop taking retaliation hits at players, as it’s not
giving him any respect on or
off the ice. Cherry said that
Crosby needs to learn that just
because he’s one of the best
in the league doesn’t mean he
gets a free ride in the NHL.

Kitchener will play host to
the 2013 Capitol One PreTrials. 12 men’s and women’s
curling teams will play for the
final four berths into the Canadian Olympic Curling Trials
in Winnipeg. At the moment,
only Jennifer Jones of Winnipeg
and Kevin Martin of Edmonton
have locked their spots in
the Olympic trials. A men’s
and women’s berth will be
available to teams that have
the most points at the end
of the World Curling Tour. At
the moment, Winnipeg’s Mike
McEwen and Alberta’s Heather
Nedohin are leading. However, there is one more event
that these teams will have to
win in order to lock up their
berths: The Players Championship. The Pre-Trials are being
held November 5-10, 2013.

All eight CFL teams stayed
under the 4.3 million dollar
salary cap. This is the first
time that’s ever happened
since the salary cap was
introduced in 2007. Winnipeg
Blue Bomber’s Chief Operating
Officer Jim Bell announced
the team was “just under”
the salary cap. Teams found
over the salary cap have to
pay one dollar for every dollar
over the cap up to $100,000;
two dollars for every dollar
over $100,000-$300,000, plus
their first draft pick; and three
dollars for every dollar over
$300,000, plus their first two
draft picks. This only further
proves the immortal words
of The Notorious B.I.G.: mo’
money, mo’ problems.

WRITE FOR US!
…
The Projector is looking for talented
writers, photographers, and illustrators like yourself. Contact us
today!
…
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Top 10 Moments
Photo by Lance Thomson

Jets Fans Will Never Forget
D AV E B A X T E R , S P O RT S B E AT R E P O RT E R
After 15 long seasons in pro
hockey abyss, the Jets soared back
into Winnipeg and made this small
prairie burg a big league town once
again. The first season of the new
Jets era has given hockey fans some
great moments. So in honour of the
(second) inaugural Winnipeg Jets
season, here are the top 10 moments
from season one of the Jets 2.0.

10. RICK RYPIEN TRIBUTE
After the tragic suicide of newly
signed Rick Rypien, the Jets organization showed their class by honouring
his life at the first regular season
game. A tasteful and moving tribute
played on the score board as Rypien’s
mom watched with Mark Chipman
from the corner of the rink. True
North showed the nation that they
are an organization with integrity.

9. JERSEY REVEAL
When the Jets revealed their new
jerseys with much pomp and circumstance at the Royal Canadian
Air Force base 17 Wing, it ended
months of speculation and revealed
a simple, classy and timeless jersey.
After the unveil, jerseys flew off the
shelves. The new look was a hit.

8. THE QUEEN EMERGES
The massive painting of the Queen
was a staple of the old Winnipeg
Arena, but she would not be descending on the MTS Centre. So when a
random fan in the upper deck began
dressing up like Her Majesty, it immediately got attention, not only from
the home crowd but from national
news outlets like CBC and TSN.

7. FIRST PRE-SEASON
GAME
It may have only been a preseason
game, but it had a Stanley Cup Final
atmosphere. Sept. 20, 2011 was the
first time that the new Jets played
at home. The new team finally got a
taste of the MTS Centre crowd and
what they were in for all season long.

6. EVERY HOME GAME
This is not a specific moment, but
the fact is that every home game at
the MTS Centre has been a moment
to remember. From the “True North”
chant during the national anthem,
to the “Go Jets Go” chants reigning
down on the players, the atmosphere
at every game has been electric.
Teams from all over the league have
marveled at the Winnipeg crowds, and
Jets fans have made it loud and clear
why Winnipeg belongs in the NHL.

5. TEEMU RETURNS
It was the game that many hockey
fans had marked on their calendar.
Winnipeg’s favourite son was returning home one last time, and we were
going to let him know that we had not
forgotten him. Teemu received deafening applause all night and choked on
his emotions at many points during
the evening. He did one final lap at
the end of the game for the fans that
had always been so good to him.

1. THE ANNOUNCEMENT

2. FIRST REGULAR
SEASON GAME
It was arguably the most anticipated
sporting event in the city’s history. On
Oct. 9, 2011 the new Jets hit the ice for
their first regular season home game.
The crowd was deafening even during
the pre-game warm up. The Jets lost,
but it didn’t matter. They were back
and Winnipeg felt whole once again.

When Mark Chipman stood at the
podium at the MTS Centre and announced his “purchase of the Atlanta Thrashers”, it started an all
day party at The Forks and Portage
and Main. People danced in the
rain, total strangers embraced and
euphoria ruled the streets of Winnipeg. The NHL had returned.

Your Members
of the Legislative Assembly

Continue to work
hard for all Students
in Manitoba

4. FIRST GOAL
Nic Antropov scored at 2:27 of
the third period of the very first Jets
2.0 regular season game. It was
the first time that the Winnipeg Jets
put a goal on the board since Norm
MacIver scored back in April of 1996
at the old barn. Hopefully, there will
be many pretty plays and beautiful goals in the years to come, but
this will always be remembered as
the first goal for the new Jets.

3. DRAFT PARTY/ NAME
REVEAL
With the Jets set to pick 7th overall,
True North held a draft viewing party
at the MTS Centre and gave hockey
fans the news they wanted to hear;
GM Kevin Cheveldayoff stood at the
podium in Minneapolis and announced
“on behalf of the Winnipeg Jets.”
People screamed and grown men
wept. It was real: the Jets were back.

Greg
Selinger

Jim
Rondeau

MLA for St. Boniface
Premier of Manitoba
237-9247
GregSelinger.ca

MLA for Assiniboia
888-7722
JimRondeau.mb.ca

Nancy
Allan

Deanne
Crothers

MLA for St. Vital
237-8771
NancyAllan.ca

MLA for St. James
415-0883
DeanneCrothers.ca

Andrew
Swan

Flor
Marcelino

MLA for Minto
783-9860
AndrewSwan.ca

MLA for Logan
788-0800
FlorMarcelino.ca
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Goldeyes Announce Game
with University Ties
KYLE JAHNS, SPORTS & LIFESTYLE EDITOR
The Winnipeg Goldeyes have announced one final preseason game to
their schedule. However, they won’t
be playing a team in the American Association. They won’t even be playing
another professional baseball team.
Instead, they’re going to keep things
local and play The University of Winnipeg Wesmen on May 11 at Shaw Park.
“The Goldeyes have a great relationship with Wesmen head coach
Mike Krykewich,” Scott Unger, Media
Relations Manager of the Winnipeg

Goldeyes said. “We have four off days
during training camp and we were
looking for a game to fill that void.
There’s only one American Association
team [St. Paul Saints] that comes to
Winnipeg for exhibition games, so this
allows us to add another exhibition
game without going on the road.”
The University of Winnipeg Wesmen, who are in their inaugural
season, and the Winnipeg Goldeyes
have been sharing the field at Shaw
Park. The Wesmen will close out their

regular season against the Goldeyes. On the contrary, the Winnipeg
Goldeyes will be three games into
their 6-game exhibition schedule.
“The game is meant to get our
players more work. With the short
training camp, our manager Rick
Forney wants to see the players in as
much game action as possible. This
game fulfills that. There won’t be
much emphasis on the competitive
nature of the game,” Unger said.
All ticket sales for the game will go

to the Wesmen and the Goldeyes’ Field
of Dreams Foundation, a children’s
charity that has donated more than
1.4 million dollars to various causes.
Unger doesn’t know whether or not the game will become a yearly tradition.
“It will depend on the Goldeyes schedule every year. Some
years we have less off days during training camp,” he said.

RRC Rebels’ Seek Fresh
Soccer
Talent
Photo Supplied
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The Red River College Rebels soccer teams
are looking to improve on their records from
last season. The bronze-medal winning
women’s team and the silver- medal winning men’s team will be adding fresh talent
to their rosters for the 2012/2013 season.
If you’re a student at Red River College and
a soccer player, you can help them out.
The RRC Rebels will be holding their Men’s
and Women’s Varsity Soccer Training Camp
and Open Tryouts this upcoming August.
Training Camp will take place August 13 to
25 and open tryouts from August 27 to 30.
For more information, contact RRC Rebels
Athletic Director Ryan Ratushniak at 6323030 or rratushniak@rrc.ca, and visit rrc.
ca/athletics to fill out the recruiting form.

CAMPUS JOBS
Like to keep things neat, clean and organized? Want to work
on your own time? We are looking for an energetic student
to take care of our common areas (Lockers, The Workshop,
The Cave & J-Building Lounge) making sure that they are
clean and properly set up.

Are you creative,
detail oriented, and can work
with tight deadlines? Then the
SA needs your artistic eye to
design posters, handouts and
paint banners! Fill out an
application form now!
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Want to be at all the events,
or
meeting new people and working with a

-Up to 20hrs/month
-Receive up to
$225/month
Deadline to apply:
Sept 7, 2012

fun team? We are looking for outgoing,
responsible and enthusiastic students to work at our
events! Experience in customer service is an asset.
Training will be provided. Fill out an application form now!

-Part-time/Casual
-$10/hr
Deadline to apply:
Sept 7, 2012
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We are looking for TWO
energetic students to deliver
the Projector (our newspaper);
to manage our bulletin boards
around campus, making sure
that they are neat and orderly;
and set up vendor tables (EDC
only). You can work on your
own time, during breaks and
spares. Positions are available
at NDC & EDC.
-Up to 5hrs/week
-$11.25/hr
Deadline to apply: Sept 7, 2012
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Do you have ideas for student events? Are you
organized, and can handle multiple projects
successfully? Want to work with a fun and dynamic
team? Join us and become an events coordinator!
You will be planning, promoting, and putting
St
ud
together events that RRC students will be
e
talking about for years! Submit your
n
resume & application form at the SA
ts
to
offices (CM20 OR P110)

re

-Part-time/Regular
po
Want to earn a
-$10.50/hr
sit
couple of extra bucks
Deadline to apply:
io
during your lunch hour
Sept 7, 2012
n
or after school? The Ox (NDC) s
& Mercantile (EDC) Student Stores
are looking for responsible and
enthusiastic students to help out behind
the counter as well as keep the shelves
stocked and tidy. Drop off your resume now!
-Part-time/Casual
-$10.50/hr
Deadline to apply: Sept 7, 2012

To apply for any of the above positions, drop off your resume with an
application form indicating the position desired, at either SA Offices: CM20
(NDC) and P110 (EDC). Detailed job descriptions are available upon request.
FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULES FOR RRC STUDENTS!
…
WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
The Projector is looking for talented

WRITE FOR US!

www.rrcsa.ca

writers, photographers, and illustrators
like yourself. Contact us today!
…

